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One step closer to global commercialization – 

PainDrainer® brand approved in Canada  

LUND, SWEDEN – PainDrainer AB announces today that the Canadian Intellectual Property Office 
has announced that it has granted the company’s trademark application in Canada for 
PainDrainer®. The approval means that the company now has trademark protection for 

PainDrainer in the USA, in Canada and throughout the EU. 
 

PainDrainer® is a unique pain coach with clinical evidence that increase quality of life and reduce 
pain interference in patients living with chronic pain. The app, powered by AI is completely patient-
centric and provides insights into how the everyday activities affect the pain level and thus helps the 
user regain control of their life. PainDrainer provides fully individualized advice and tips on how to 
achieve activity balance and helps prioritize the activities that are valuable to the user. PainDrainer is 
CE certified and an FDA Mobile Medical Device Class I with exemption. 
 

“Commercialization in North America is a top priority for the company 2023 and to receive approval 
for our brand PainDrainer® in Canada is a milestone along the way. I am very pleased to see the 
progress we are doing that enables us to have PainDrainer® in the market in North America next 
year”, says Erik Frick, CEO PainDrainer AB.   
 
PainDrainer AB collaborates with Potter Clarkson for strategies and legal advice regarding trademarks 
and patents. 
 
For more information, please contact:  

Erik Frick  

CEO PainDrainer AB  

erik.frick@paindrainer.com  

+46 736 612123 

 

About PainDrainer AB 

PainDrainer AB is a company developing digital platforms and applications contributing to health and 

well-being. PainDrainer was founded in 2018 by Prof. Carl Borrebaeck, Dr. Maria Klement (chronic 

pain patient herself), and Göran Barkfors (IT specialist). The idea was born when Maria, after 

participating in several pain rehabilitation programs, realized that the pain is affected by more 

factors than the human brain can keep track of, since all days are different. PainDrainer® which is 

completely patient-centric uses advanced calculations based on artificial intelligence to, based on 

each user’s own data, coach the user in planning their day not to exceed a certain pain level, and to 

ensure that there is energy left for activities highly valued. 

PainDrainer® has clinical evidence, is based on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), self-

management and artificial intelligence (AI). It is CE certified and an FDA Mobile Medical Device Class I 

with exemption. www.paindrainer.com  
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